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ABSTRACT
Objective: To assess the risk of cardiovascular mortality (CVM) in patients with osteosarcoma.
Study Design: Descriptive study.
Place and Duration of the Study: Department of Orthopaedics, The People’s Hospital of Baoan, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China,
from 1st January 2019 to 1st January 2022.
Methodology: Data on patients diagnosed with osteosarcoma, between 1975 and 2019, were obtained from the surveillance,
epidemiology, and end results (SEER) database. Using the Nelson-Aalen cumulative risk curve to assess the risk of CVM in patients
with osteosarcoma. Competing risk models were used for identifying and analysing independent risk factors for CVM in the patients.
Results: Data from a total of 1335 patients with osteosarcoma were obtained from the SEER database. The characteristics of
patients with osteosarcoma independently related with a high risk of CVM were age over 65 years (HR: 2.528; 95% CI: 1.156 -
5.527), race of other categories (HR: 1.498; 95% CI: 1.044 - 2.151), and exposure radiotherapy (HR: 0.493; 95% CI: 0.244 - 0.998).
Receiving chemotherapy was independently associated with a low risk of CVM (HR: 1.911; 95% CI: 1.016 - 3.593).
Conclusion: Cardiovascular disease death from osteosarcoma was significantly associated with older age at diagnosis, race other
class, receiving radiation therapy, and not undergoing chemotherapy.
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INTRODUCTION

Osteosarcoma is the most common primary malignant tumour of
bone and is characterised by poor prognosis and high disability
rates.1,2  The  cause  of  death  in  patients  with  osteosarcoma
include  cancer-related  and  non-cancer-related  causes.  The
leading cause of non-cancer death in patients with osteosar-
coma  is  cardiovascular  death  (CVD).3  Early  prevention  and
control  of  CVD  may  help  improve  survival  in  patients  with
osteosarcoma, and it is particularly important to identify risk
factors for CVD.

Studies  have  found  a  link  between  lifestyle  factors,  such  as
smoking, unhealthy diet, excessive alcohol consumption and a
lack of exercise, and both cardiovascular disease and cancer.4

Social and psychological factors, such as marital status, have
also been found to be associated with cardiovascular mortality in
cancer patients in recent years.5 In addition, the cancer treat-
ment  process  may  induce  endothelial  dysfunction,  causing
myocardial damage and altering cardiac conduction,6 and radio-
therapy and chemotherapy are associated with the risk of CVD in
cancer patients.7
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Identifying the characteristics of cancer patients presenting with
CVD and preemptively identifying those at risk allows for early
targeting, which is valuable in reducing the risk of CVD in cancer
patients.

However, no studies have reported on the factors influencing
cardiovascular mortality in patients with osteosarcoma. There-
fore, the aim of this study was to explore the factors influencing
cardiovascular mortality associated with patients with osteosar-
coma.

METHODOLOGY

Data were obtained from the surveillance, epidemiology, and end
results (SEER) database, extracted from patients with primary
osteosarcoma between 1975 and 2019. Inclusion criteria were
patients aged ≥14 years with a histological diagnosis of osteosar-
coma. The histological code was International Classification of
Diseases of Oncology, Third Revision (9180-9187.9192-9194).

The screening variables included,  age at  diagnosis,  gender,
race, marital status, average annual household income, and
SEER  histological  staging  (local,  regional,  and  distant),  and
histological grading (well-differentiated: grade I; moderately
differentiated: grade II; poorly differentiated: grade III; undiffer-
entiated: grade IV), whether to receive surgery, radiotherapy
and chemotherapy, cause of death (COD), survival status, and
survival time.

The outcome of interest is death from cardiovascular disease
(CVD). According to the international classification of diseas-
es-10 (ICD-10) codes, CVD includes heart disease, hyperten-
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sion without  heart  disease,  atherosclerosis,  cerebrovascular
disease, aortic aneurysm and coarctation, and other diseases of
other arteries, small arteries, and capillaries.8

Given  that  death  from  non-cardiovascular  disease  is  a
competing  risk,  Fine-Gray  competitive  risk  analysis  was
performed  to  determine  the  risk  associated  with  CVM,  and
cumulative fractional risk curves were used to assess the risk of
CVM  in  different  subgroups  of  patients  with  osteosarcoma.
Further multivariate competing risks regression analysis was
performed to avoid false positive results. Afterwards, clinical
variables significantly associated with CVD were screened to
construct competing risk nomograms for assessing the likeli-
hood of CVD occurrence in patients with osteosarcoma. The C-
index is used to assess the discriminative power of the model.
Data for categorical variables are expressed as percentages. All
the tests were two-sided, and p-value <0.05 was the criterion of
significance. R software version 4.0.3 and SPSS version 25.0
(Chicago, IL, USA) were used.

RESULTS

A  total  of  1135  eligible  patients  with  osteosarcoma  were
included in the follow-up analysis, of which 44 were included
due to CVD. The mean age at diagnosis was 14-65 years in 972
(85.6%) individuals and greater than or equal to 65 years in 163
individuals. Only 473 (41.7%) patients had annual household
incomes  greater  than  or  equal  to  $70,000.  The  majority  of
patients were females (57.9%), white (76.5%), and widowed
(65.8%), SEER stage regional (39.4%), and histologic grade II
(62.5%). A total of 904 patients (79.6%) underwent surgery,
836 patients (73.7%) received chemotherapy, and only 126
patients (11.1% %) received radiation therapy. Baseline charac-
teristics are detailed in the Table I.

The results of all cumulative fractional risk curves for patients
with osteosarcoma using competing risk models are presented
in Figure 1. The following subgroups were related with risk of
CVM:  marital  status,  age,  stage,  and  whether  or  not  they
received surgery, radiation therapy, or chemotherapy.

The authors used a multivariate competing risk model to iden-
tify indicators associated with CVM in patients with osteosar-
coma (Table II). The authors found that the following patient
characteristics were independently associated with a higher
risk of CVM: age over 65 years (HR: 2.528; 95% CI:  1.156 -
5.527), ethnicity in other categories (HR: 1.498; 95% CI: 1.044 -
2.151), and receiving radiotherapy (HR: 0.493; 95% CI: 0.244 -
0.998). The authors also found that receiving chemotherapy
was  independently  associated  with  a  low  risk  of  CVM.  (HR:
1.911; 95% CI: 1.016 - 3.593).

Based on independent risk factors obtained from multivariate
competing risk model analysis, a nomogram was constructed to
predict the probability of cardiovascular death in patients with
osteosarcoma (Figure 2). The overall C-index predicted by the
model was 0.664, indicating that the model has good results.

Table I:  Baseline  characteristics  among  osteosarcoma  patients.

Variables Osteosarcoma
patients

Cause of death
CVD Others

Total 1135 44 523
Age    
14-65 years 972 25 403
≥65 years 163 19 120
Sex    
Female 657 26 304
Male 478 18 219
Race    
White 868 28 393
Black 127 7 59
Other 140 9 71
Marital status    
Married 389 25 204
 D/S/S 697 14 287
Widowed 49 5 32
SEER stage    
Localised 385 7 119
Regional 447 16 177
Distant 263 19 203
Unknown 40 2 24
Histologic grade    
Grade I 132 3 25
Grade II 709 27 344
Grade III 294 14 154
Surgery    
Yes 904 27 353
No 231 17 170
Radiotherapy    
Yes 126 12 86
No 1009 32 437
Chemotherapy    
Yes 836 22 383
No 299 22 140
Household income    
35000-70000 662 21 291
≥70000 473 23 232
D/S/S: Divorced/Single (never married)/Separated; CVD: cardiovascular
disease.
 

Figure  1:  Cumulative  incidence  of  cardiovascular  death  by  different
factors. (a) age. (b) SEER stage, (c) marital stage, (d) whether to receive
surgery, (e) whether to receive radiotherapy, (f)  whether to receive
chemotherapy.
1 represents the cause of death as cardiovascular disease; 2 represents
the cause of death as other.
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Table II: Results of the multivariate competing risk analysis of the risk of
cardiovascular death in patients with osteosarcoma.

Characteristics HR 95% CI p-value
Age 2.528 1.156 - 5.527 0.020
Gender 0.847 0.428 - 1.675 0.630
Race 1.498  1.044 - 2.151 0.028
Histologic grade 1.129  0.679 - 1.876 0.640
SEER stage 0.2751 0.904 - 1.918 0.150
Surgery 1.073 0.453 - 2.542 0.870
Radiation 0.493 0.244 - 0.998 0.049
Chemotherapy   1.911 1.016 - 3.593 0.044
Marital status 0.722 0.418 - 1.250 0.240
Income 1.263 0.679 - 2.348 0.460
HR: Hazard ratio; CI: Confidence interval.
 

Figure 2: Nomogram for predicting the probability of cardiovascular
death in patients with osteosarcoma.
 

DISCUSSION

The  risk  of  cardiovascular  disease  was  comprehensively
assessed  in  patients  with  osteosarcoma.  The  cumulative
survival  curves showed that  age,  marital  status,  stage,  and
whether  or  not  they  received  surgery,  radiation,  or
chemotherapy were associated with the risk of CVM. The inter-
esting  finding  was  that  patients  with  osteosarcoma  who
received surgery and chemotherapy had a lower risk of cardio-
vascular disease death than those who did not receive surgical
treatment. These findings should be interpreted with caution,
and the present study can be used as a reference.

The  reasons  for  the  increased  risk  of  CVD  in  patients  with
osteosarcoma are varied. In this study, multivariate competing
risks were used to determine the factors associated with CVM in
patients with osteosarcoma. The authors found that CVM was
higher  in  elderly  patients  than  in  younger  patients.  Several
studies have pointed out that age is a risk factor for cancer and
cardiovascular disease, which may be related to the decreased
physical  function  and  various  physiological  imperfections  in
elderly patients.9 In addition, the current study found that white
patients had a lower risk of CVM compared to patients of other

races. There are differences in cancer treatment in the United
States among patients of different races.10 This difference alone
does not  explain  the differences  in  deaths  from non-cancer
causes among cancer patients [20]. Therefore, further investi-
gation of this topic is necessary.

The  majority  of  patients  with  osteosarcoma  (79.6%)  in  this
study  underwent  surgery,  73.7% underwent  chemotherapy,
and only 11.1% underwent radiotherapy. Notably, multivariate
analysis showed a reduced risk of CVM in patients who received
chemotherapy compared to those who did not. This finding does
not  seem  to  be  consistent  with  the  cardiotoxic  effects  of
chemotherapy reported in the literature.11,12 However, in agree-
ment with the results reported by Low et al.13 and Sun et al.,14

one  possible  explanation  is  that  patients  receiving
chemotherapy may not have sufficient life expectancy to experi-
ence a CVD event. Regarding radiation therapy, A recent study
reported that radiation-induced macrovascular damage accel-
erates microvascular damage as well as atherosclerosis.15 In
this  study,  patients  who  received  radiotherapy  had  an
increased risk of CVM compared to patients who did not receive
radiotherapy. Most studies reported an increased risk of CVM in
patients, who did not undergo surgery than in those who under-
went surgery.14,16 Notably, in this study, surgery was not an inde-
pendent predictor of CVM. This finding is inconsistent with the
results of previous studies,16 thus necessitating further valida-
tion  of  the  relationship  between  surgery  and  patients  with
osteosarcoma.

To the authors knowledge, this is the first nomogram to predict
the risk of cardiovascular death in patients with osteosarcoma.
In this work, the traditional Cox regression was replaced with a
competitive risk model. In contrast to traditional survival anal-
ysis,  competing  event  models  ensure  that  the  influences
selected are most directly related to cardiovascular mortality
prognosis.17 This facilitates the identification of patients at high
risk for CVD death. However, the C-index of the nomogram is
0.664, which means that the model needs to be further refined
in the future to improve its predictive power.

There  are  still  certain  limitations  to  this  study.  First,  the
following information related to CVM is missing from the SEER
database: for example, whether the patient smokes and drinks
alcohol, and the dose of radiation and chemotherapy drugs.
Second, because the study was retrospective, the presence of
participant  selection  bias  could  not  be  avoided.  Third,  the
causes  of  death  identified  from  death  certificates  may  be
misclassified.  Finally,  the  causes  of  death  determined  from
death certificates may be misclassified.

CONCLUSION

Age, race, and receipt of radiotherapy were independent risk
factors for cardiovascular mortality. This study has the poten-
tial to help clinicians determine which patients with osteosar-
coma are at higher risk for CVM and who would benefit more
from preventive measures.
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